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Abstract—Audio effects are an essential element in the context of music production, and therefore, modeling analog audio effects has been extensively researched for decades using system-identification methods, circuit simulation, and recently, deep learning. However, only few works tackled the reconstruction of signals that were processed using an audio effect unit. Given the recent advances in music source separation and automatic mixing, the removal of audio effects could facilitate an automatic remixing system. This paper focuses on removing distortion and clipping applied to guitar tracks for music production while presenting a comparative investigation of different deep neural network (DNN) architectures on this task. We achieve exceptionally good results in distortion removal using DNNs for effects that superimpose the clean signal to the distorted signal, while the task is more challenging if the clean signal is not superimposed. Nevertheless, in the latter case, the neural models under evaluation surpass one state-of-the-art declipping system in terms of source-to-distortion ratio, leading to better quality and faster inference.

Index Terms—Audio effect removal, distortion removal, declipping.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the emergence of musical recordings, audio effects have become an indispensable tool in the music production process. They are used by musicians as a creative device to alter the sound characteristics of their instruments, and by sound engineers to craft a balanced mix from multiple recording tracks [1].

Generally, there is a wide variety of different audio effects: non-linear audio effects apply a non-linear function to the signal either with short (e.g., distortion) or long temporal dependencies (e.g., compressor). Modulation-based effects are time-varying and alter the audio signal based on a low-frequency modulation signal (e.g., chorus). Other noteworthy effects based on time are delay and artificial reverberation. Lastly, filter-based audio effects alter the frequency spectrum of the signal (e.g., equalizer) and can also be time-varying (e.g., wah-wah) [2].

For the task of mixing and automatic remixing [3], the dry (i.e., unprocessed) source tracks are required. Given the recent advances in automatic mixing [4, 5] and music source separation [6], a system could be developed that facilitates the adjustment of a stereo mixture to the user’s taste and preferences similar to [7]. However, today’s source separation systems are commonly trained on data that is based on music stems (e.g., MUSDB18 [8]). Usually, a stem is mixed by a sound engineer from a group of processed audio tracks that belong together (e.g., all drum microphone tracks) using audio effects [9]. Thus, separating sources with a system trained on stems does not consider the mixing process, and, hence, the output of such a system contains the wet (i.e., processed) signal. Additionally, in the process of re-mixing of records from past decades, the unprocessed tracks are not accessible. Hence, an audio effect removal system could facilitate the restoration and re-mixing of old records.

As non-linear distortion is one of the most commonly used effects for electric instruments, this work focuses on musical distortion effects that are used for aesthetic means (e.g., guitar overdrive/distortion pedals) and in the process of mixing (e.g., tape saturation). These distortion effects result in added harmonics, intermodulation distortion, and a compressed sound and are often classified as overdrive, distortion and fuzz: while overdrive usually refers to clipping the signal moderately, fuzz does that heavily [10].

This paper aims to investigate different deep neural network (DNN) approaches regarding their applicability to the audio effect removal problem, particularly by reviewing the special case of distortion removal. Firstly, we provide a comparative study of four different neural network architectures on the task of distortion removal in guitar signals when the clean signal is superimposed. Then, we compare the same architectures and one state-of-the-art declipping algorithm on the task of hard-clipping removal in guitar signals as well as generic music signals. For the evaluation, we review different metrics in their capabilities to assess the quality of the output of an audio effect removal system. Finally, we show that the Demucs architecture [11] surpasses one state-of-the-art method in the declipping task on a large-scale music dataset. Audio examples are available online at https://joimort.github.io/distortionremoval/

This paper is organized as follows: Section 11 gives a formal introduction to the audio effect removal problem and introduces the types of distortions that were used throughout this study. As the removal of distortion effects is closely related to the problem of declipping, Section 111 briefly discusses previous work on iterative declipping algorithms and intro-
produces previous DNN-based approaches. The methods that are investigated in this work are outlined in Section IV. Section V describes the data that were used to train the neural networks, reports details about the experimental setup, and presents the objective metrics that were chosen for evaluation. The results of the comparative study are reviewed and discussed in Section VI. Lastly, Section VII gives a conclusion and presents an outlook for future work.

II. PROBLEM SETTING

We introduce audio effect removal as the task of recovering the original discrete audio signal \(x \in \mathbb{R}^n\) from the processed discrete signal \(y \in \mathbb{R}^n\), which is obtained by applying the possibly non-linear and time-varying function \(f\) to the signal \(x\):

\[
y_k = g_{\text{wet}}f(x_k, x_{k-1}, \ldots, x_{k-l}; k) + g_{\text{dry}}x_k,
\]

with \(k\) denoting the index of the time-discrete signals, \(g_{\text{wet}}\) the weight of the wet signal, and \(g_{\text{dry}}\) the weight of the dry signal.

The goal is to find an estimation \(\hat{x}\) of the original signal by estimating the inverse function \(f^{-1}\):

\[
\hat{x}_k = f^{-1}(y_k, y_{k-1}, \ldots, y_0; k).
\]

Generally, distortion effects clip the input signal and can be divided into systems that apply hard-clipping or soft-clipping. Figure 1 highlights the difference between these two distortion types. While hard-clipping cuts off the amplitude when it exceeds a defined threshold (typical for saturation in digital signal processing), soft-clipping gradually applies a smooth transition before reaching a fully saturated state (typical for saturation in analog amplifiers). As this work focuses on static wave-shaping, the overdrive algorithm of the audio editing software SoX [12] is an example of static wave-shaping and can be formulated using:

\[
y_{\text{od}}(x, d) = g_{\text{dry}}x + g_{\text{wet}}d,
\]

with \(d\) being the soft-clipped signal passed through an infinite impulse response (IIR) filter with a band-pass character that filters out only very low and high frequencies. \(y_{\text{od}}\) is a mixture of the output of the filter and the dry signal. The implementation uses fixed weights for mixing dry (\(g_{\text{dry}} = 0.5\)) and wet (\(g_{\text{wet}} = 0.75\)) signals.

III. RELATED WORK

To the best of our knowledge, there has been no previous research on distortion effect removal in the context of music production. Therefore, this section outlines the most relevant iterative and DNN-based declipping approaches, as declipping is a special case of distortion effect removal.

A. Iterative Declipping Methods

Previous research on declipping approaches focused mainly on unsupervised algorithms that recover the signal assuming a generic regularization such as signal sparsity [13]. Usually, these approaches target the idealized hard-clipping case only (see Eq. 3 and 4). While early approaches were based on auto-regressive models [14], today’s state-of-the-art methods evolved by combining ideas from inverse problems and sparse regularization [15].

Generally, a clipped signal can be divided into samples that are reliable (indices \(R\)), samples clipped from above at the threshold \(\theta_c\) (indices \(H\)), and samples clipped from below at \(-\theta_c\) (indices \(L\)). Using these definitions, the clipping consistency constraint can be formulated (see Eq. 6). Incorporating this constraint at each iteration was a crucial step towards better-performing algorithms [15].

Recently, [13] and [15] discussed popular declipping algorithms. One of the current state-of-the-art methods is AS-SPADE, which will serve as a baseline for this study. The algorithm is introduced in more detail in Section IV.

A different approach was proposed by [16] that is based on inverting dynamic range compression (DRC). DRC is an audio effect that generally attenuates loud sounds and amplifies quiet sounds, and hence, results in a reduction of the signal’s dynamic range. It is analytically invertible when the parameters are known. A special case of DRC is the...
limiter that ensures that the audio never exceeds the maximum allowed threshold and, therefore, can be regarded as clipping. The authors declip a signal by inverting the limiter based on their DRC model using the parameter estimation method from [17].

B. DNN-Based Declipping

In contrast to iterative algorithms, to date, there are only a few contributions comprising supervised DNNs. Kashani et al. [18] introduced a declipping method that is based on the U-Net architecture [19]. It operates on magnitude spectrograms as input and output while the output’s waveform is obtained by reusing the phase information from the distorted input signal. The system is trained and evaluated on pairs of hard-clipped and clean speech samples.

Mack and Habets [20] proposed an architecture comprising a deep filtering method that works on complex spectrogram and hence, also considers phase information. Similar to [18], they train the system on speech data only. Unlike any other approach included in this paper, they not only investigate the system on the hard-clipping case but also on the soft-clipping case.

IV. METHODS

This section describes four neural network architectures that we selected from the literature and evaluated on the distortion removal task. The evaluation covers the following models: CRAFx [21], Wave-U-Net [22], Open-Unmix [23] and Demucs [11]. The first one was designed for audio effect modeling, the others for music source separation. Additionally, we provide a brief description of our baseline for the declipping task, A-SPADE [24].

A. CRAFx

The convolutional and recurrent audio effects modeling architecture (CRAFx) was proposed as a system for modeling time-varying audio effects with a neural network [21]. The end-to-end model operates on the signal in the time domain and is divided into an adaptive front-end (encoder), a bi-directional long-short-term-memory (BLSTM)-based structure that applies the modeled effect in the latent space, and a synthesis back-end (decoder).

Firstly, the adaptive front-end performs a one-dimensional convolution, which acts as a learnable frequency decomposition. Then, a depth-wise one-dimensional convolution is used as a learnable filterbank. Next, the output is reduced using maximum pooling. A three-layer BLSTM module enables the network to learn long- and short-time dependencies, and hence, allows to model time-varying effects. The last BLSTM layer applies a smooth adaptive activation function (SAAF): previous research showed that SAAFs [25] prove beneficial in modeling non-linearities in audio processing tasks [26]. After un-pooling, a multiplicative residual connection from the output of the first convolutional layer is used to facilitate re-synthesizing the waveform. Finally, the synthesis back-end applies four fully-connected layers, models dependencies between channels by scaling the channel-wise information and uses the transposed convolution kernel from the frequency decomposition to deconvolve the signal.

In contrast to the other neural-network-based models presented in this section, this architecture employs several strong architectural priors in the context of audio effects.

B. Open-Unmix

Open-Unmix (UMX) was introduced as a reference implementation for music source separation [23]. The architecture is based on the BLSTM model from [27] and uses magnitude spectrograms as input features.

First, a single fully-connected layer reduces the input spectrogram size to 512 output bins. Furthermore, batch normalization is applied to better handle the signals’ dynamical range. The essential element of Open-Unmix is its three-layer BLSTM network that enables to learn both long and short time dependencies [28]. The size of the output of the BLSTM is again reduced by a single connected layer, normalized, and upsampled to the output dimensions. Finally, an element-wise multiplication of the input spectrograms with the estimated masks yields the final output to ensure that the network learns the ratio of the input belonging to the target source instead of the actual value.

Commonly, spectrogram-based source separation models are compared with the oracle performance of an ideal ratio mask (IRM) that is defined as the ratio between the reference and the test spectrogram [29] in decibels. For reconstruction, the phase of the input signal is used.

We include this model in our evaluation as it has relatively weak architectural priors, making it a potential candidate also for the task of audio effect removal.

C. Wave-U-Net

Wave-U-Net was proposed as one of the first end-to-end approaches for music source separation based on the time domain, and hence, incorporates not only the magnitude but also the phase of music signals [22]. It adapts the U-Net architecture [19] for one-dimensional audio signals.

The encoder-decoder architecture consists of $L$ levels each containing a downsampling and upsampling block. A downsampling block applies a 1-D convolution and decimates the output with a factor of two. Likewise, an upsampling block applies a 1-D convolution and upsamples the output with a factor of two using linear interpolation. Hence, each level increases the number of features on coarser time scales. A concatenative skip connection between each level facilitates reconstruction.

We reduced the models’ number of learnable parameters from 17 million to approximately 1 million by decreasing the number of layers, in order to cope with overfitting.

Despite the model not reaching the performance of today’s source separation architectures [6], we included it in the evaluation due to its weak architectural priors.
D. Demucs

Like Wave-U-Net, Demucs was initially designed to be an end-to-end model for music source separation in the time domain [11]. While it builds on the Wave-U-Net model, it introduces several improvements to the architecture. The model comprises a convolutional encoder, a BLSTM structure, and a convolutional decoder.

Each of the encoder’s $L$ levels consists of a 1-D convolution, while the initial number of output channels doubles with each level. Each level uses ReLU activations and passes its output to an additional 1-D convolution with kernel size and stride equal to 1 which doubles the output channels. Then, a gated linear unit halves the output channels. After passing the last level, the output is fed to a 2-layer BLSTM structure in order to capture long-term dependencies. The decoder is defined as the inverse of the encoder and reduces the output channels with each layer. Skip-connections are used to allow a direct access to the input signal’s phase while they facilitate gradient exchange between each encoder and decoder.

As for Wave-U-Net, we reduced the number of learnable parameters from 66 million to 1 million by decreasing the number of layers.

Even though the model is similar to Wave-U-Net, we evaluated it on the audio effect removal task because of its superior performance on music source separation.

E. Analysis Sparse Declipper

The analysis sparse declipper (A-SPADE) was introduced as a sparsity-based declipping algorithm that outperforms previous similar approaches [24].

For each time frame of the clipped signal $y$, the algorithm approximates a solution of the following inverse problem:

$$\min_{x,z} ||z||_0 \text{ s.t. } x \in \Gamma(y) \text{ and } ||F(x) - z||_2 \leq \epsilon, \quad (7)$$

where $z$ denotes the unknown discrete Fourier coefficients of each time frame and $F$ denotes the Fourier transform operator. $\Gamma$ is defined as the feasible space of solutions (clipping consistency constraint, see Sec. III-A) [13].

$$\Gamma_R = \{\hat{x}|M_R \hat{x} = M_R y\}, \quad \Gamma_L = \{\hat{x}|M_L \hat{x} \leq -\theta_c\},$$

$$\Gamma_H = \{\hat{x}|M_H \hat{x} \geq \theta_c\}, \quad \Gamma = \Gamma_R \cap \Gamma_H \cap \Gamma_L, \quad (8)$$

with $M_R, M_H, M_L$ denoting the masking operators corresponding to the respective sets of samples $R, H, L$ (see Sec. III-A), and $\hat{x}$ denoting an arbitrary time-domain signal.

A solution to this problem is obtained by using the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [30]. The resulting algorithm is derived and discussed in [24]. A-SPADE’s complexity is mostly influenced by the analysis and synthesis operations that are carried out for each iteration and for each frame.

We included the algorithm in the evaluation of the declipping task as a baseline that achieves state-of-the-art performance [13,15].

V. EXPERIMENTS

Our experiments focus on the following three scenarios. Firstly, we conducted experiments on guitar recordings that were processed using the overdrive algorithm introduced in Section II (CEG-OD). Then, we performed the same experiments by processing the same clean guitar recordings with hard-clipping (CEG-HC). Finally, we tested the systems on a more extensive dataset comprising not only guitar recordings (SignalTrain-HC) to evaluate their performance against popular declipping algorithms when the proposed models are trained on a larger dataset. This allowed us to investigate how the performance of the systems changes when increasing the amount and variety of data used to train them.

A. Data

The models introduced in Section IV were trained on three different datasets to assess the distortion effect removal capabilities. The audio signals from a dataset that contains data from a single instrument class (e.g., electric guitar) exhibit similar signal statistics. In order to restrict statistics that need to be modeled in a first step, we chose to concentrate on dry guitar samples as target data.

Since a large-scale, polyphonic dataset from clean electric guitar sounds is, to the best of our knowledge, not available, we used an internal dataset, which we refer to as CEG (Clean Electric Guitar Effects) dataset. The data was gathered from various sources, mainly commercial audio loop packages and live recordings of solo guitar playing. The dry dataset has a duration of 1.68 hours. All signals were re-sampled to a sampling rate of $f_s = 16$ kHz in order to align the sampling rate of all signals.

To create the processed input dataset CEG-OD, overdrive (see Eq. 6) was applied to the data using five uniformly sampled gain levels in the range of $\gamma \in [20, 50]$ dB. Likewise, the input dataset for the hard-clipping task, CEG-HC, was created using hard-clipping (see Eq. 3 and 4) and five uniformly-sampled gain levels in the range of $\gamma \in [20, 50]$ dB, respectively. CEG-OD and CEG-HC have a total length of 8.4 hours.

Although CEG represents a good source of data for our experiments due to its specificity of instrument, it remains a limited resource in terms of size, variety and realism. Before attempting to train a system to handle recordings in real environments (e.g., a commercial song), we need to investigate how the current models at our disposal handle the availability of more and diverse training data. For this purpose, we also performed experiments on the SignalTrain dataset, which consists of more than 24 hours of music and randomly-generated test sounds [32].

By applying hard-clipping to this clean data, we created SignalTrain-HC. In contrast to CEG-HC and CEG-OD, hard-clipping was applied online during training using a uniformly-sampled input SDR value in the range $\text{SDR}_{\text{inp}} \in [1, 20]$ dB.

\footnote{It must be noted that a publicly available guitar dataset for the recognition of audio effects exists (IDMT-SMT-Audio-Effects [31]). However, the dataset contains primarily homogeneous monophonic sounds and therefore, we choose to use the CEG dataset instead.}
During the evaluation stage, we applied each input SDR in the set $\text{SDR}_{\text{inp}} \in \{1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20\}$ dB to each sample in the test set. It should be noted that this procedure results in a range of hard-clipping gains that are below the gains used for CEG-HC.

Each dataset was split into subsets for training (80%), validation (10%) and test (10%). We evaluate the models on the test splits only, as they were never considered in the optimization procedure of the models.

B. Experimental Setup

We implemented the implementations of Demucs, Wave-U-Net, and UMX provided by the original authors, while CRAFx was implemented following the specifications in [21].

During the supervised training procedure, Adam [33] is used as optimizer with initial learning rates according to the respective original implementations. The learning rate is reduced by a factor of 10 after 150 epochs of no decrease in the validation loss. All models are optimized using the source-to-distortion ratio (see Section V-C) between their outputs and the respective targets. We stopped all trainings after 1000 epochs (in one epoch the model iterates over the whole training set). All models process audio sequences randomly extracted from each clip in the dataset; the length of the extracted sequences is equal to 2 seconds (2.3 seconds for CRAFx due to its architecture). We used a batch size of 16 for all experiments.

C. Objective Metrics

In order to assess the quality of the models, four different metrics are computed: the scale-invariant source-to-distortion ratio (SI-SDR), the perceptual evaluation of audio quality (PEAQ), the $R_{\text{nonlin}}$ metric, and the Fréchet audio distance (FAD).

1) Scale-Invariant Source-to-Distortion Ratio: In speech enhancement and source separation, the ubiquitous measure to estimate the quality of a system is the source-to-distortion ratio (SDR). A recent overview study on declipping algorithms [17] used the difference of the SDR between the output and reference signal ($\text{SDR}_{\text{out}}$) and the SDR between the distorted and reference signal ($\text{SDR}_{\text{inp}}$) as evaluation metric. In order not to penalize methods that produce inconsistent outputs in the reliable, non-clipped part, they consider only clipped regions of the signal for computing the SDR.

As we used a different method to distort the signals (i.e., amplifying and clipping by a wave-shaping function instead of clipping at a variable threshold), the same definition of the evaluation metric would not be applicable. For this reason, we follow the approach of [34] and use the scale-invariant SDR (SI-SDR). It is obtained by rescaling the target signal such that the residual is orthogonal to it by using the optimal scaling factor $\frac{s^T s}{||s||^2}$:

$$\text{SI-SDR} = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{||s^T s||^2}{||\frac{s^T s}{||s||^2} s - \hat{s}||^2} \right),$$

(9)

where $s$ denotes the clean signal and $\hat{s}$ the reconstruction of the clean signal (in our case, the output of the model).

An evaluation exclusively based on the physical similarity of the signals (e.g., by means of SI-SDR) does not necessarily imply a correlation with human perception [35]. Accordingly, we observed that the SI-SDR scores occasionally disagreed with our qualitative evaluation. Therefore, we also considered three metrics based on human perception.

2) Perceptual Evaluation of Audio Quality: The ITU-R standard perceptual evaluation of audio quality (PEAQ) [37] is a widely used perceptual metric [14, 15, 38, 59] that measures the amount of degradation between two generic audio signals.

The model applies a fast Fourier transform (FFT)-based peripheral-pairwise non-linear distortions (e.g., modulation difference, audible linear distortion, signal bandwidth). The MOVs are then fed to a neural network which maps these mid-level features to a single score value. Finally, the network outputs an Overall Difference Grade (ODG), which can reach values between 0 (imperceptible impairment) and -4 (very annoying impairment).

3) Perceived Quality of Non-linearly Distorted Music and Speech Signals: Even though PEAQ is used in declipping and audio restoration studies [14, 15, 38], it was initially developed for bit-rate reduction systems. Therefore, we additionally evaluated the models with the $R_{\text{nonlin}}$ metric, which was developed specifically for non-linear distortions [40] and, like PEAQ, takes into account the human auditory system.

Firstly, the reference and test signals are split into frames and filtered for outer- and middle ear correction by using a finite impulse response (FIR) filter. Both signals are fed to a filterbank of 40 1-ERB-wide gammatone filters, which model the human auditory filters. The maximum value of the short-term cross-correlation between the reference and test signal is computed for each output, which allows for minor frequency-dependent time delays. This value ideally describes the number of frequency components which are not present in the reference signal for each filter.

Next, the output is weighted according to the present energy in each filter output, and is finally accumulated for each frame and then averaged across frames. $R_{\text{nonlin}}$ is defined between 0 (high distortion) and 1 (no distortion).

4) Fréchet Audio Distance: The Fréchet audio distance (FAD) was recently proposed as a reference-free evaluation metric for music enhancement algorithms. It is shown to correlate more with human perception than the SDR [41].

In order to obtain the FAD, the embedding statistics of both the whole clean and distorted test set are generated using a VGGish model [42]. Then, two multivariate Gaussians are computed from both the test embeddings and the reference embeddings. Finally, the FAD is calculated based on the Fréchet distance between these Gaussians [43]. The VGGish model is employed to obtain the embedding for each sample uses mel spectrograms as its input. However, the authors verified that the FAD could still be beneficial in recognizing phase distortions.
VI. RESULTS

In this section, we provide the results of the experiments introduced in the previous section.

A. De-overdrive (CEG-OD)

Figure 2 shows the results of the models that remove overdrive from guitar tracks. The scores are computed on the test subset of our CEG-OD dataset.

Firstly, in SI-SDR, both Demucs and Wave-U-Net perform exceptionally well and even outperform the ideal-ratio-mask by more than 24 dB. While CRAFx yields considerably worse performance, it also surpasses the IRM oracle. UMX is the least performing of all the models in our comparison. It should be noted that for UMX, a model that operates on magnitude spectrograms, the IRM represents its upper limit in performance.

Similar results are obtained with PEAQ, $R_{nonlin}$ and FAD: while Demucs and Wave-U-Net yield the best scores and surpass the IRM, the ones for CRAFx and UMX are considerably worse.

Overall, Demucs can be regarded as the best model regarding all metrics. Our scores suggest that time-domain-based models are better suited to solve the task of overdrive removal.

B. Declipping (CEG-HC)

Figure 3 shows the results on the task of declipping on guitar recordings. Generally, we experienced a drop in the scores: now the models have been trained on a different distortion method (hard-clipping), which appears to be an ill-posed problem. Additionally, we report scores for our declipping baseline, A-SPADE, introduced in Section IV.

Despite the general performance drop, Demucs surpasses the results of A-SPADE in terms of SI-SDR by almost 1 dB. Nevertheless, none of the models surpasses the IRM oracle. While UMX and Wave-U-Net yield a similar performance, CRAFx is the method with lowest scores.

Regarding PEAQ, no method surpasses the IRM and the A-SPADE algorithm. As before, Demucs and Wave-U-Net have similar performance: while PEAQ slightly favors the latter, SI-SDR favors the former. In contrast to the previous results, CRAFx has no significant advantage over UMX.

While Demucs achieves the best score for $R_{nonlin}$ among the neural models, it does not surpass A-SPADE (the difference in their score is marginal). Interestingly, UMX achieves better results than CRAFx and Wave-U-Net. As the $R_{nonlin}$ metric was explicitly designed to detect non-linear distortions, we conclude that UMX’s outputs contain fewer non-linear distortions than the outputs of CRAFx and Wave-U-Net.

Surprisingly, when computing FAD, UMX outperforms all other methods, including A-SPADE. This might be accounted to the fact that the FAD is based on the mel spectrum, whereas UMX optimizes the magnitude spectrogram. While Demucs and CRAFx outperform A-SPADE in FAD as well, Wave-U-Net’s score is slightly worse. The FAD for the IRM is relatively small because the difference between the reference and test embeddings from the VGGish model can be traced back to the masking operation and quantization.

In contrast to the de-overdrive task, it is difficult to determine the best model. However, Demucs constitutes a good compromise regarding performance since it yields first- or second-best results for all metrics.

C. Declipping (SignalTrain-HC)

Figure 4 shows the results for declipping SignalTrain-HC. Due to the lower gains that are used to prepare the data (see Section V-A), the overall performance seems to be superior but cannot be directly compared to the previous results. Because of its considerably worse performance in the previous task, CRAFx was left out of the evaluation.

Demucs surpasses all other models in SI-SDR, including IRM and A-SPADE. Moreover, Wave-U-Net and UMX both surpass A-SPADE, but not the IRM (although nearly reaching it).
Fig. 4. Box plot of scores for the SignalTrain-HC dataset that was augmented using the hard-clipping algorithm. The boxes show the first and third quartile of the data while the median is indicated with a line in the box. Higher score indicates superior performance except for FAD. Demucs can be regarded as the best model regarding the median score across all metrics.

Fig. 5. Mean scores obtained from the SignalTrain-HC dataset in comparison with the input SDR. The 95% confidence interval is depicted with a light colored area around each line. Additionally, the black, dashed line depicts the respective score for the distorted input signals. A-SPADE’s performance drops significantly towards heavily clipped signals with a SDR inp of 1 dB; the neural models do not exhibit such a behavior.

PEAQ gives a similar ranking of the methods; only UMX cannot reach the A-SPADE baseline. None of the neural methods surpasses the IRM. In terms of R nonlin, the same ranking is achieved again, with Demucs surpassing, Wave-U-Net reaching, and UMX just missing A-SPADE.

FAD highlights that UMX (frequency-domain model) and Demucs (time-domain model) achieve comparable performance, outperforming the baseline, but not surpassing the IRM.

Only by looking at SI-SDR or PEAQ we notice the superiority of the time-domain models. Future research should investigate whether the waveform in the time domain is the best input representation for the task, compared to e.g., the real and imaginary part of a spectrogram (cf. [44]), or both the waveform and the spectrogram (cf. [45]).

Ultimately, Demucs can be considered to be the best model in our experiments for the task of declipping on SignalTrain.

**Dependency on Input SDR:** In order to investigate the performance of the models as a function of the amount of distortion present in the input signal, Figure 5 shows the scores for SI-SDR, PEAQ, and R nonlin for varying SDR inp.

The results suggest that the relationship between SDR inp and SI-SDR is approximately linear. A-SPADE is the only exception, since for low SDR inp values (i.e., for highly distorted inputs) the performance drops significantly (left side of Figure 5). This performance decrease has been reported previously in the literature for various declipping algorithms [13, 15]. At the same time, we see all models decrease the SI-SDR improvement for high SDR inp (i.e., right side of Figure 5): since the input signal presents low distortion, there is also less margin for improvement.

We observe a non-linear relationship between SDR inp and PEAQ, as the curve’s slope increases with higher SDR inp. This is due to PEAQ not being able to distinguish clearly signals with large impairment, as already observed by [46].

Furthermore, we notice a non-linear relationship between R nonlin, and SDR inp, which resembles a logarithmic behavior. R nonlin does not saturate for high distortion, which makes it a good candidate for the comparison of significantly clipped signals. However, it does saturate for low distortions, therefore cannot be used reliably when the input signal is only slightly clipped.

**D. Discussion**

**Qualitative Evaluation:** Although the abundance of evaluation metrics in the literature has the potential to analyze the results in very detailed ways, it does not always aid the judgement of which method is best in which context. Often, different applications have different requirements on the sound quality and can afford some types of distortions or artifacts to be left in the signal. We, therefore, report here some qualitative considerations about our results, with the aim of finding some descriptive patterns among them. Figure 6 shows spectrograms of a hard-clipped guitar signal and the corresponding outputs of all models under evaluation.

One first remark is that the characteristics of the artifacts that each model produces are consistent, independently on the task it is applied to. This suggests that the architectural features of the models are the aspect that is responsible the most for the characteristics of the artifacts that are produced. Nevertheless, for the time-domain-based models, artifacts are less prominent in the de-overdrive task. Here, Demucs often produces outputs that are virtually indistinguishable from the original signal.

Generally, Demucs is the model that most often produces high quality results. Especially for inputs with low amount
of distortion, it can reconstruct the original sound without any perceptual artifact. When this is not the case, part of the distortion characteristics of the input can be heard in the output, especially for signals with low amplitude. Wave-U-Net behaves very much like Demucs, although it often struggles to reach the same quality.

UMX generally manages to remove the distortion characteristics very well. Unfortunately, this comes at the cost of strong phasing artifacts: despite the absence of the input distortions, the spectral features of the output are not necessarily consistent with the ones of the target. This is most likely due to the fact that UMX uses the phase of the distorted input to reconstruct the signal in the time domain. We experience the same behavior with the IRM (which achieves better quality): this is an additional clue that the phasing artifacts are to be attributed to UMX operating in the frequency domain only. Moreover, Figure 6 highlights that the transients are smeared by re-using the phase of the degraded signal.

CRAFx does not suffer from phasing artifacts, but occasionally leaves part of the distortion features in the output. In some cases, the model fails to reconstruct the onset of some notes, penalizing the listening experience.

Finally, A-SPADE is the model that exhibits the strongest and most frequent artifacts, especially for strongly clipped signals. Although it considers phase information by working in the complex frequency domain, its iterative nature (that relies on the strongest frequency bins) leads to non-optimal solutions. Potentially, these artifacts result from enhancing overtones that can not be found in the original signal (see Fig. 6). Nevertheless, distortion features (like those left by Demucs) or transient smearing (left by UMX) do not occur.

Influence of the Dry Signal: We have observed a substantial difference in performance between models that need to remove overdrive (CEG-HC dataset) and models that need to remove hard-clipping (CEG-OD dataset). The superior performance of the models trained and tested on CEG-HC can be mainly traced back to the presence of the non-distorted signal in the overdrive output and not to the soft-clipping character of the specific overdrive implementation. We verified this hypothesis with a side experiment: when training Wave-U-Net on hard-clipped data superimposed with the clean signal (even when the amplitude of the clean signal is considerably low), we obtain results similar to those in the de-overdrive task (median results without superposition: SI-SDR = 7.2 dB, with superposition: SI-SDR = 34.4 dB). While the performance drop is present for all metrics, it is less pronounced for UMX which seem to not utilize the additional information in the signal.

Many audio effects used in music production blend the processed, wet sound with the original, dry sound: the fact that the models under evaluation perform better when the dry signal is blended with the wet signal suggests that the methods we analyzed can potentially be used in the removal of any audio effect that employs wet/dry mixing.

Inference Speed: The benefits of Demucs in the context of declipping go beyond the quality of its outputs: using a neural approach has also advantages in inference speed. Inference with A-SPADE (currently one of the best performing algorithms in the literature) is comparably slow (real-time factor $\times RT \in [4.2, 27.3]$ dep. on SDR$_{inp}$ [15]), being an iterative approach that requires a computation of the Fourier transform and its inverse at each iteration. Demucs ($\times RT = 0.072$), Wave-U-Net ($\times RT = 0.113$) and UMX ($\times RT = 0.026$) instead, allow for fast inference, even surpassing real-time constraints independently on SDR$_{inp}$, without sacrificing the quality of the results.

Generalization: While neural networks offer improvements in quality and inference speed, they suffer from potentially poor generalization: in our experiments we significantly reduced the number of learnable parameters in all models, possibly affecting how well they can handle a wide variety of input signals.

During our experiments, the systems under evaluation showed a sufficient degree of generalization over unseen audio signals when processed using the same distortion algorithms. Nevertheless, their performance drops significantly when processing real-world distorted guitar sounds, as we limited our experiments to two simplified methods for distortion, which represent only part of a commercial distortion effect.

The positive outcomes of our experiments suggest that the neural models in this work can potentially be used to remove more complex distortion effects, if the training data includes such complex distortion algorithms (or their high-quality emulation, e.g., by using the frameworks [47] or [48]). We plan to validate this hypothesis in future work.

Evaluation Metrics: The results highlight how our evaluation metrics focus on different aspects of the signals under analysis: while SI-SDR measures differences between two audio signals in the time domain, PEAQ focuses on the overall perceptual quality without differentiating between degradation related to non-linear distortions and artifacts/quality. In contrast, $R_{nonlin}$ specifically highlights non-linear distortions that
have not been removed. Finally, FAD focuses primarily on degradation that is observable in the mel spectrum.

To further motivate the choice of the four evaluation metrics in this work, Table I shows the Kendall correlation coefficient computed for each pair of metrics. We observe that all pairs of metrics have low correlation, suggesting that every metric highlights and evaluates a different aspect of the quality of the results. Since the FAD is calculated globally for the whole test and reference dataset (see Sec. V-C), its correlation values can not be computed.

Figure 7 shows histogram plots of the PEAQ and R-nonlin scores against the SI-SDR scores for all datasets and methods.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an overview of distortion effect removal while conducting a comparative study on the performance of four different supervised deep learning approaches on the task. We found that Demucs achieves high quality according to the evaluation metrics, especially when the distortion algorithm to be removed blends the distorted sound with the original one. This highlights the potential of the proposed approach for other audio effects that mix the dry and wet signals (e.g., parallel compression, reverberation, delay, modulation effects).

Moreover, we showed that Demucs, Wave-U-Net, and UMX outperform one state-of-the-art declipping method on our test data. This outcome is promising, considering that the number of learnable parameters in the models were drastically reduced with respect to their original specifications and that the dataset size to train such a system is potentially much larger than the size of the dataset we used.

By discussing the results, we stressed the usefulness of multiple evaluation metrics suitable to assess distortion removal systems. It remains an issue for future work to conduct a comparative listening test on distorted audio signals to obtain knowledge on the respective correlation between the metrics used in this study and human perception.

Future work should include gathering more clean electric guitar data and generating a dataset using high-quality distortion emulations, which is required to improve generalization on real-world data. Furthermore, the knowledge from sparsity-based declipping algorithms could yield a useful prior for declipping using DNNs.

TABLE I. Kendall correlation coefficients computed from all scores obtained in this study. FAD is not included as there is only one global value for each dataset and method. The scores of SI-SDR, PEAQ and $R_{nonlin}$ are hardly correlated which highlights that they measure different aspects of the reconstruction quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SI-SDR</th>
<th>PEAQ</th>
<th>$R_{nonlin}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SI-SDR</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEAQ</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{nonlin}$</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Histogram plot of the PEAQ and $R_{nonlin}$ scores in comparison with the SI-SDR scores for all datasets and methods.
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